
SOUTH CENTRAL RAILWAY 

HEADQUARTERS SAFETY ORGANISATION 

BI-MONTHLY SAFETY BULLETIN – SEPTEMBER & OCTOBER 2020 

**** 

DETAILS OF ACCIDENTS AND UNUSUALS THAT TOOK PLACE 

DURING SEPTEMBER & OCTOBER 2020 

 

1. Brief of the accident (SPAD): On 15.09.2020 at 08.54 hrs at PDPL station of SC division, Train 

No. Up BCN ‘E‘ Goods with Loco No.27380 +28304 left KOLR station at 08.26 hrs and arrived at 

Home signal(S-1) of PDPL  at 08.38 hrs. Home signal was danger due to Up loop line occupied 

with 02805 express and on Up main line Duamatic machine. On clearance of up main line, 

home signal take OFF at 05.2hrs for BCN empty Goods. Loco pilot of BCN empty goods while 

approaching main line starter signal (S-3) failed to control his train and passed the starter signal 

at ―ON‖ and stopped after passing at a distance of 179.6 meters. 

Cause of the Accident: Both LP & ALP were not alert before the starter signal and failed to 

ensure stopping short of the signal. 

Responsibility:  

Primary: 

1. Sri. Deepu Kachhap, LP/G/KZJ 

2. Sri. Supriya chatterjee, ALP/RDM 

Matters brought to light: The ALP was busy in writing loco log book while train was on run 

instead of looking out the signal aspect and repeating the same with LP. 

 

2. Brief of the accident (SPAD): On 23.09.2020 at about 12.15 hrs at ALER of SC division, Train 

No. Up DGS-418 machine arrived ALER. Station Up main line at 12.04 hrs. Machine regulated 

on main line for precedence of Up 07201 Exp & Up SNAG Goods. Up 07201 Exp passed ALER 

via Up loop line at 12.13hrs. Up SNAG goods given through signal on Up loop line at 12.24 hrs. 

Mean while Up DGS machine operator started his machine from Up main line and passed Up 

main line starter signal S-28 at ‗ON‘ and trail the point No.13 and entered into block section 

without proper authority and stopped at IB signal. 

Cause of the Accident: DGS-418 machine operator was  not alert and assumed loop line 

starter signal which was taken off for up SNAG/NMG goods as for his train and passed up main 

line starter signal  at danger. 

Responsibility:  

Primary: Sri. M.Ramu, JE/TM/KZJ 

Blameworthy: Sri. M. Narasimha Rao, SSE/TM in charge/KZJ for booking Sri. M.Ramu to work 

in that section without LR of that section. 

Matters brought to light: The CUG phone of DGS machine operator was kept ‗ON‘ even 

though he was driving machine on main line. 

 

3. Brief of the accident (Derailment): On 23.09.2020 at about 15.45 hrs at RDM shunting neck of 

SC division, BOXN empty rake consisting of 55 wagons with one BV with Loco No.16579, while 

performing shunt movement by pushing from shunting neck to M-14line in RDM marshalling 

yard, leading wheel set of leading trolley of Loco(L6-R6 wheel set) derailed on curve location in 

shunting neck. 

Cause of the Accident: excess ballast heaps at rail level. 

Responsibility:  



Primary:. Smt. M. Pushpalatha, Gangmate 

Blameworthy: Sri. Subhamoy Taralder/SSE/RDM 

 

4. Brief of the accident (SPAD): On 01.10.2020 at GDR station of BZA division, Train No.00616 

while approaching GDR station, Distant signal proceed, inner distant attention and home signal 

caution. While approaching starter signal at curve, immediately after seeing danger aspect 

applied emergency brake A-9 and passed starter signal No.81 at danger at about 18.17 hrs and 

stopped after passing starter for a length of 47.10 metres. 

Cause of the Accident: ignoring inner distant attention and home signal caution. 

Responsibility:  

Primary: 

3. Sri. K.Suresh Kumar, LP/Mail/MAS/S.Rly. 

4. Sri. Lal Saheb  Kumar Pandey, ALP/MAS/S.Rly. 

 

5. Brief of the accident (Derailment): On 14.10.2020 at about 18.13 hrs between TSR-NDD 

stations of BZA division, train No.NDV/NMG(Load) with Engine No. 31130/WAG-9/LGD 

consisting of 27 BCACBM(L) + 1 BV, while on run between TSR –NDD stations and observed 

caution order SR 20 kmph at KM 377/7-1, Wagon No. OPVT-BCACBM-35261910478(4th from 

TE), leading trolley all wheels got derailed towards left side in the direction of train movement 

and train parted between 3rd and 4th from train engine and stopped between KM 377/3-1. 

Cause of the Accident: combination of defects such as deviation in parameters of Rolling stock 

and Permanent way, which might have caused off loading of all wheels of leading trolley  

Responsibility:  

Primary:. nil 

Secondary :  

a. Engineering- Sri K. Satyanarayana –SSE/P.Way/BPP 

b. Mechanical – Jindal Rail Infrastructure Limited(JRIL)- for allowing te new wagon with 

increased CBC heights after manufacturing. 

 

6. Brief of the Accident (Derailment): On 25.10.2020 at about 17.37 hrs. at washing line-I/KZJ of 

SC division,  while pushing the LHB coaching empty rake consisting of 22 coaches for stabling 

at washing line-1 & 2  in two portions, rear coach No.SCLDSLRA 201840 hit the buffer stop of 

washing line -1 and derailed all wheels of rear trolley and front trolley one pair of wheels 

Cause of the accident: Shunting Master who was in rear of the formation continuously 

instructing shunter and loco points man to back the formation through walkie talkie. At the time 

of rear coach approaching buffer stop, the walkie talkie communication failed between rear SHM 

and shunter/leading PM, resulted rear SLR(LHB) bumped dead and derailed.. 

Responsibility: Sri. K.Madhu, SHM/KZJ – for not taking action as per SR 5.13 & 5.14 and 

completely relayed on walkie talkie communication.  

 

7. Brief of the Accident (Derailment): On 27.10.2020 at PDL station of GTL division, while 

approaching PDL station, LP of Train No.VPU special with Loco No.11394/WDM3D/GTL 

observed Distant signal caution and Home danger. He passed Distant signal at 72kmph and 

passed home signal No. S60 at ON position at 19.;21 hrs and stopped the train after passing a 

distance of around 41.5 meters bey9ond home signal. 

Cause of the accident: LP failed to stop the train at Home signal which is at ‗ON‘ and ALP also 

failed to apply emergency brake to stop the train before home signal. 

Responsibility:  



Primary: 

1. Sri. C.ISAQ, LP/P/GTL 

2. Sri. Ananda Kumar Naik/ALP/GTL 

Secondary: 

1. C.H.L.P.S. Kumar CLI/GTL 

2. L. Mani, CLI/GTL 

 

During the safety audit inspection of KCG and MJF stations and KCG – FM section of 

Hyderabad division on 11.11.20 and 12.11.20, the following irregularities are noticed 

  Irregularities noticed in the working of Operating Department: 

 In SWR, it is indicated that keys of Clamps & safety chain should be available with 

SM/Panel but in case of abnormal working, Platform SM is supervising the points setting, 

clamping and padlocking. Hence it is to be corrected to indicate that keys are available with 

platform SM. 

 In SWR, as per para No.2.3 station section is between BSLB to Advanced starter. But as 

per General Rule 3.32(2), BSLB shall be provided in absolute block system only. 

 SWR- existing stabling line was converted as pit line and one more line is provided for 

stabling. This is not reflected in the SWOD. 

 Checked Station Diary and found SMR is not certifying the station diary daily 
 

1.0 Irregularities noticed in the working of Engineering Department: 

 Checked the motor trolley driver‘s (Sri G.Ramulu, TM-IV/KRNT, Sri B.Jeevan kumar, TM-

III/KCG) competency certificates and found available with valid dates i.e from 10.11.20 to 

31.12.20 issued by DEN/Lines/HYB on 10.11.20 to two motor trolley drivers which is incorrect.  

Para No.15.25 of G&SR stipulates that Sr.DSO/DSO for group ‗C‘ staff of the division is 

authorized to issue competency certificate duly following the guidelines there under. 

 Bridge No.23(1x4.40m) at KM 8/14-16 between KCG-FM Stations 

 Guard rail screws are not holding properly. Availability is 10% only. Existing screws are 

corroded/missing/head broken. Provision to rail screw for existing sleeper also filled with 

broken old/corroded part of screws. Existing PSC sleepers are also mixed (old MG&BG) 

type sleepers. So, these old MG PSC sleepers are also to be replaced on top priority along 

with Guard rails 

 There are Broken PSC sleepers at isolated locations on bridge proper, which should be 

replaced on priority. 

 

2.0 Irregularities noticed in the working of S&T  Department: 

Joint Inspection Register for Points and Crossings: 

 Joint Inspection for the 3rd quarter was done on 22.07.2020.  Out of 3 deficiencies noticed 

two were complied.  

 The following were noticed- 

 Point No.20B Burr was removed on 01.08.2020. The said work was done without 

giving disconnection. 

 Point No. 15A Housing improvement work was done on 01.08.2020. ‗Track Fit‘ 

certificate was not given on completion of the joint work. 



 Burr was cleared on Point No.42B, Point No.47LH side & on Point No. 24A on 

29.10.2020 without giving disconnection. In terms of 

HQrs.Lr.No.Sg.85/PC/SF&P/Vol.3/SG.85/PC/Vol.XIII of date 11.03.2011 jointly 

issued by CTE and CSE, disconnection is required. This should be ensured by 

division, as carrying out the work without disconnection, can endanger safety. 

3.0 Irregularities noticed in the working of Electrical Department: 

 There are 2% cases of crew where worked more than 12 hrs working in last 2 fortnights. 

This should be brought down to 0. 

 Booking of Crew in ―Fetch as per rule‖ in CMS needs to be *improved. Details of last 3 

months is as under. 

Month Fetch As Per Rule percentage 

Aug‘20 89.4% 

Sept‘20 90.0% 

Oct‘20 91.5% 

 Abnormalities: -It is noted that LPs have entered in the CMS that ― tree branches obstructing 

the view of signals giving specific location ― , but the  compliance is recorded as closed 

without explicitly indicating action taken such as tree branches pruned & date of pruning. 

 On 03.8.2020, LP of train no VPU/Spl made a remark that  STPD ‗A‘ cabin Home 

signal view obstructing by tree branches, but feedback  given on 08.8.2020 stating 

that informed to Engineering control for necessary action. 

 On 20.9.2020, LP of train no. UP BCNHL experienced jerk between BKU-AKE at km 

537/5-8 and informed to Dy.SS/AKE.As per Eng. control given message 

on25.9.2020. But feedback SMS to LP on 26.9.2020 which is not correct.  

 On 04.8.2020, LP of train DSL/LE (shed link) made a remark that Automatic signal 

number 205 visibility obstructing by tree branches. Same message informed to Eng. 

controller on 08.8.2020.LP got feedback SMS on 10.8.2020. 

 On 19.8.2020, LP of train no. UP CHZ/N made a remark that Gate no-7 Gate signal 

Danger condition. Train stopped. Feedback given on 24.8.2020 stating that Gate 

signal wrongly operated by Gateman. Gate man should be counselled properly.       

But As per G&SR 3.85 follow up action taken should be recorded within 24 hours which 

should be monitored by the Divisional officers as well as Divisional safety officer. 

4.0 Irregularities noticed in the working of Mechanical Department: 

 INSPECTION OF IOH SHED/KCG 

There are No EOT Cranes for IOH. At present IOH is being taken place with Jamalpur 

Jacks (Whiting Jacks) of 25 T capacity. Group working (synchronizing) of Jamalpur Jacks is 

being ensured. 

 INSPECTION OF STORES 

The following items are causing concern in the depot and at present on hand stock is nil 

S.no Pl.no Description of the item Last supply date from 

stores to depot 

 

1. 30922069 Pin for safety rope  27.05.2020 

3. 38167025 Gasket for air brake 

hose coupling 

Low stock 

It is advised to ensure minimum maintenance spares are available in the depot for the safe and 

proper maintenance of Coaching stock. 

*** 



 

 

 

 

 

 

ATTENTION …….. 

LOCO PILOTS / ASISTANT LOCO PILOTS/GUARDS 

5.18. Drawing of a train to an advanced position.—  

(1) A train waiting for an authority to proceed shall not be allowed to 
draw out up to an Advanced Starter for despatch, except where track 
circuit  or axle counter has been provided between the Starter and 
Advanced Starter to indicate the presence of a train in advanced 
position.  

(2) The provision of sub-rule (1) shall not apply in case of shunting of a 

train within a station section itself. 

ATTENTION …….. S&T staff   

Appendix XI, II-6-ii. I- Do‘s for S&T staff. 
6. Ensure correct voltages at signals and check their focusing periodically and 
avoid phantom indications.  
7 Ensure proper cleaning of signal lenses.  

8 Test signal bulbs for a minimum of half an hour continuously before using them 
on the signals.  

9 Check track circuits for proper performance; dropping of track relay with the 
minimum train shunt should also be verified.  

 

ATTENTION …….. Engineering   

S.R. 15.24.2. Placing of Trollies/Lorries in Track Circuited yards:-  
S.R. 15.24.2.1. A Trolley/Lorry which is not insulated shall not enter or be placed on 
the line within station limits at stations where track circuits are provided.  
S.R. 15.24.2.2. The person in-charge of a Trolley or Lorry before placing the 
Trolley/Lorry on line at such stations shall give in writing to the Station Master 
concerned that the Trolley/Lorry is insulated.  
S.R. 15.24.2.3. The Station Master shall permit a Trolley/Lorry to be placed on the line 
only after getting the written advice referred in clause 2.2.  
S.R. 15.24.2.4. The person in-charge of a Trolley/Lorry should have the insulation of 
his Trolley tested and certified once in every six months by an Inspector of the S&T 

department. reports. 

ATTENTION …….. 

STATION MASTERS 

5.06. Station Working Rules.— (1) In addition to the General Rules for Indian Railways 
and Subsidiary Rules of a Railway, each station shall be provided with Station Working 
Rules applicable to the station, issued under special instructions. (2) A copy of the 
Station Working Rules or relevant extracts thereof shall be kept at cabins and level 

crossings concerned 


